Abstract Digital ecosystems transcend the traditional, rigorously defined, collaborative environments from centralised, distributed or hybrid models into an open, flexible, domain cluster, demand-driven, interactive environment. A digital ecosystem is a newly networked architecture and collaborative environment that addresses the weakness of client-server, peer-to-peer, grid, and web services. In this paper we provide an explanation of digital ecosystems, their analogy to ecological systems, architecture, swarm intelligence, and comparison to existing networked architecture. We then describe how digital ecosystems can benefit from semantic web ontologies and rules. Finally, we discuss issues in the collaboration between semantically neighbouring digital ecosystems.
I. The Ecosystem Analogy
We first introduce ecosystems in the biological sense and then proceed to digital ecosystems, An ecosystem is a loosely coupled, domain clustered environment inhabited by species, each proactive and responsive regarding its own benefit while conserving the environment. Two Digital ecosystems can benefit from ongoing work in the semantic web, where each entity (e.g., a document) can be globally identified with an Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI). These IRIs can then be used as reference points of (globally distributed) semantic metadata that enable to search entities with high precision. Metadata (e.g., written in the RDF language) are descriptions used for entity indexing by categorizing an IRI into classes and attaching properties to them, so that an IRI (and the entity it identifies) can be found through a kind of 'associative' retrieval by querying with a subset of descriptive classes and properties. High precision of such retrieval is enabled by an ontology (often modularised into subontologies) which acts as the agreedupon vocabulary of a digital ecosystem. The ontology (e.g., written in the RDFS or OWL language) groups classes (and properties) into a hierarchy, and specifies which (domain) classes can have which properties of which (range) classes. Furthermore, rules (e.g., written in the RuleML language) can be used to derive (virtual) properties from combinations of other (stored) properties, to check the integrity of the metadata, and also to process the retrieved information.
The entities described and queried in this highly precise, semantic way, can be arbitrary documents, multimedia objects, web services, etc. that are of use within a digital ecosystem. However, these entities can also be agents or entire (sub)systems, because metadata can act as profiles describing the capabilities of agents, human or machine, for social or digital networking. This means that an agent of a (large) digital ecosystem can semantically search for other agents that advertised themselves using such metadata profiles and that fall into certain classes and fulfil certain properties. Such agent profiles are often written in RDF, using an RDFS-based ontology known as FOAF or the recently proposed SIOC. While existing profiles are fact-based, rules can describe properties conditional on other agents, the time, the location, and so on.
We have implemented the FindXpRT system that applies rule-based social or digital networking to expert finding. The assumed business-service model is the bartering-like exchange of expertise between an expert and a co-expert, where the latter initiates the search using our system. When searching for an expert, in any domain, humans often need to rely on referrals by other experts using their social networks. FindXpRT thus provides both direct searches and referrals, which are both accomplished by applying rules to users' expert queries. We also propose a benchmark suite for expert finding more generally, testing expertfinding systems against expert profiles. This is exemplified with our implemented system, tested against the expertise and co-expertise domains of computer science and music, respectively.
IV. Collaboration Between Digital Ecosystems
The 
